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**Abstract**

Transportation systems are undergoing dramatic changes enabled by rapid advances in sensing and automation technologies increasingly integrated into the vehicle fleet. On the sensing side, GPS equipped taxis provide new opportunities to measure urban traffic at a scale and resolution that was not possible even a few years ago. We first present a method to estimate the traffic conditions from coarse GPS taxi data, and then provide a technique to detect outlier conditions observed during extreme events. The approach is implemented with data from nearly 700 million taxi trips collected over a four-year period in New York City, and allows new traffic dynamics in the aftermath of disasters to be discovered. On the actuation side, autonomous vehicles provide opportunities to serve as mobile actuators of the bulk traffic flow. We explore the problem of controlling predominantly human piloted traffic flows with only a small number of autonomous vehicles in the stream. To illustrate the concepts, we modify the experimental setting of Sugiyama et al. (2008) and measure the influence of a carefully controlled autonomous vehicle on human piloted vehicles. Even when the penetration rate of autonomous vehicles is as low as 5%, we show it is possible to eliminate the presence of stop-and-go waves that are observable in congested traffic today.
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